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Abstract

Chinese word segmentation is an essential step in a processing of Chinese natural language because it is beneficial to the Chinese text
mining and information retrieval. Currently, the lexicon-based Chinese word segmentation scheme is widely adopted, which can correctly
identify Chinese sentences as distinct words from Chinese language texts in real-word applications. However, the word identification abil-
ity of the lexicon-based scheme is highly dependent with a well prepared lexicon with sufficient amount of lexical entries which covers all
of the Chinese words. In particular, this scheme cannot perform Chinese word segmentation process well for highly changeable texts with
time, such as newspaper articles and web documents. This is because highly changeable documents often contain many new words that
cannot be identified by a lexicon-based Chinese word segmentation system with a constant lexicon. Moreover, to maintain a lexicon by
manpower is an inefficient and time-consuming job. Therefore, this study proposes a novel statistics-based scheme for extraction of new
words based on the categorized corpora of Google News retrieved automatically from the Google News site to promote the word iden-
tification ability for lexicon-based Chinese word segmentation systems. Since corpora of news almost contain all words used in daily life,
to extract news words from corpora of news and to incrementally add them into lexicon for lexicon-based Chinese word segmentation
systems provide benefits in terms of automatically constructing a professional lexicon and enhancing word identification capability.
Compared to another proposed scheme of new word extraction, the experimental results indicated that the proposed extraction scheme
of new words not only more correctly retrieves new words from the categorized corpora of Google News, but also obtains larger amount
of new words. Moreover, the proposed scheme of new word extraction has been applied to automatically expand the lexicon of the Chi-
nese word segmentation system ECScanner (A Chinese Lexicon Scanner with Lexicon Extension). Currently, the ECScanner has been
published on the Web to provide Chinese word segmentation service based on Web service. Experimental results also confirmed that
ECScanner is superior to CKIP (Chinese knowledge information processing) in identifying meaningful Chinese words.
� 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Identifying English or the other western languages texts
into distinct words is natural and trivial task. By contrast,
it is a very challenge and difficult task for Chinese texts,
since Chinese texts consist of a string of ideographic char-
acters without any blanks to mark word boundaries
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between words except for punctuation signs at the end of
each sentence, and occasional commas within sentences
(Chen & Liu, 1992; Foo & Li, 2004; Yeh & Lee, 1991;
Zhang, Lu, & Zou, 2004). However, the word segmentation
is a necessary step in processing Chinese texts, such as
machine translation, Chinese text mining and information
retrieval. To survey the past studies (Chen & Liu, 1992;
Foo & Li, 2004; Yeh & Lee, 1991; Zhang et al., 2004), Chi-
nese word segmentation can be categorized as three
approaches including the word identification (i.e. lexicon-
based identification scheme), statistical word identification,
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and hybrid word identification schemes. The basic tech-
nique for identifying distinct words from Chinese texts is
based on the lexicon-based identification scheme (Chen &
Liu, 1992), which performs word segmentation process
using string matching algorithms supported by a well pre-
pared lexicon with sufficient amount of lexical entries
which covers all of the Chinese words as possible. How-
ever, such a large lexicon is difficult to be constructed or
maintained by manpower since the set of words is open-
ended. Therefore, many used words in Chinese texts for
word segmentation are often out-of-lexicon words due to
insufficient amount of lexical entries so that the accuracy
of Chinese word segmentation is degraded. The extraction
of new words becomes a key technology for the lexicon-
based Chinese word segmentation systems (Chen & Bai,
1998; Chen & Ma, 2002; Lin & Yu, 2001; Ma & Chen,
2003; Shan & Jie, 2001; Wai, Cheung, & Huang, 2004).

Moreover, the poor word segmentation results usually
occur while using a general lexicon in a lexicon-based Chi-
nese word segmentation system for specific domain texts.
The best solution is to detect new words from the corpora
of domain-specific and to add them into the original lexi-
con. With the rapid growth of Internet information,
extracting new words automatically based on a large
amount of collecting corpora from the Internet has become
a likely task, specially from online daily Web news (Lin
et al., 1998; Lu, Chien, & Lee, 2002). Currently, Google
News aggregator has gathered nearly 10,000 news sources
from the World Wide Web by an automatic crawler and
these news sources are presented as news stories/categories
in a searchable format on the Google News site. Google
News uses an automatic process to pull together related
headlines into a news story/category, which enables people
to see many different viewpoints on the same story/
category.

Therefore, this paper proposes a novel statistics-based
scheme of new word extraction based on the categorized
corpora of Google News automatically retrieved from the
Google News site to detect new words that appear in daily
Google News titles. In parallel, the proposed scheme of
new word extraction is also applied to expand the lexicon
of the proposed Chinese word segmentation system ECS-
canner (A Chinese Lexicon Scanner with Lexicon Exten-
sion, 2006) in order to improve the word identification
capability. Additionally, to avoid the performance reduc-
tion of Chinese word segmentation process due to too large
lexicon derived from new word extension, this study also
proposes a fuzzy rule based approach to eliminate out-of-
date new words based on the inferred confidence degrees
of new words. The experimental results revealed that the
proposed scheme of new word extraction has excellent per-
formance in terms of the amount of extracting new words
and high accuracy rate of new words. Moreover, the
expanding lexicon can obviously enhance the word identi-
fication capability for the proposed lexicon-based word
segmentation system ECScanner due to the reduction of
unknown words.
2. The proposed scheme of new word extraction

This section aims to detail the proposed scheme of new
word extraction, and is organized as follows: Section 2.1
describes why to extract new words from Google News
titles, and Section 2.2 explains the detailed procedures of
the proposed scheme of new word extraction. Section 2.3
proposes how to develop a Chinese word segmentation sys-
tem based on the proposed scheme of new word extension,
and Section 2.4 presents how to infer the life cycle of the
extracted new words for eliminating out-of-date new
words.
2.1. Detecting new words from Google News corpora

Google News aggregator currently accesses nearly
10,000 news sources on the Internet via an automatic craw-
ler program. The content from these sources is presented as
news stories/categories in a searchable format on the web
(Google News, 2007). Without regard to political view-
point or ideology, leading stories selected automatically
by a computer algorithm are viewed as headlines on the
Google News home page. Google News uses an automated
process to group related headlines together into a news
story/category, which, in some cases, enables people to
access different viewpoints on the same story/category
(Google News). News topics are updated continuously
throughout the day and readers can view new stories/cate-
gories by checking the Google News website, subscribing to
Google News alerts via email, or activating a really simple
syndication (RSS). The Google News service is currently
tailored to 22 international audiences (Google News,
2007). These related headlines grouped together provide
useful information for extracting new words. Generally,
the contents in news articles vary highly with time, generat-
ing new words frequently. Therefore, this study utilized a
Google News story/category which has grouped related
headlines together to extract likely new words from news
titles.

To utilize the characteristic of new word occurring fre-
quently in daily life news articles, this study presents a sta-
tistics-based scheme of new word extraction for the
lexicon-based Chinese word segmentation systems for the
promotion of word identification capability. Although
inducing the appearance opportunity and position of new
words from the combination of Chinese linguistic words
is difficult, meaningful new words in news articles always
have a high frequency of appearing in most news articles
(Shan & Jie, 2001). If a word is meaningful and can be con-
sidered as a new word in Google news titles, then it should
appear in numerous news events in the same news story/
category, rather than being concentrated in a few news
events in a news story/category (Chowdhury, 2004). Based
on the property, this study proposes a statistics-based
scheme of new word extraction that can assist the Chinese
word segmentation system CScanner (Cscanner, 2000) in
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extending its Chinese word lexicon automatically, thus
speeding up its Chinese word segmentation capability.

2.2. The procedures of automatically detecting new words

First, this section explains the detailed procedures of the
proposed scheme of new word extraction, which can be
summarized as five steps, and described as follows:

Step 1. Counting duplicate combination frequencies of
all likely n-gram words that appear in news titles catego-
rized in the same Google News story/category.

Suppose Wni represents the ith n-gram word extracted
from a randomly selected title of Google News categorized
in a Google News story/category, which collected many
news articles with highly related headlines. To detect
whether the Wni is a potentially new word, the proposed
duplicate combination frequency is first employed to per-
form this task. If the occurrence frequency of Wni in all
news titles classified in the same news story/category is
equal to m, then the duplicate combination frequency of
Wni is represented as DCFni, and computed as follows:

DCFni ¼ Cm
2 ¼

m!

2!ðm� 2Þ! ð1Þ

where DCFni stands for the duplicate combination fre-
quency of the ith n-gram word, m is the occurrence fre-
quency of the ith n-gram word in all news titles classified
in the same news story/category.

Fig. 1 shows an example of calculating the duplicate
combination frequency for the bi-gram word ‘‘ ” (Tai-
wan). In this example, if the occurrence frequency of the
bi-gram word ‘‘ ” (Taiwan) in all Google News titles cat-
egorized in the same Google News story/category is two,
then the duplicate combination frequency of this word
can be computed as DCF2ð Þ ¼ 2!

2!�0!
¼ 1. Compared to

another two statistics-based schemes for new word extrac-
tion from collecting corpora (Chen & Bai, 1998; Chen &
Ma, 2002), the proposed duplicate combination frequency
can enlarge the occurrence frequency among likely new
words, such that the threshold of occurrence frequency
for determining new words can be decided more easily as
well as the ambiguity of threshold can be reduced.

Step 2. Computing the difference of the duplicate combi-
nation frequency between the ith n-gram word with the jth
(n + 1)-gram word which contains the ith n-gram word.

To compute the difference of the duplicate combination
frequency between the ith n-gram word with the jth (n + 1)-
Fig. 1. An example of calculating the duplicate combination frequency.
gram word containing the ith n-gram word aims to judge
whether the ith n-gram word should be preserved or filtered
out from the set of likely new words. The difference of the
duplicate combination frequency of the ith n-gram word
with the jth (n + 1)-gram word that contains the ith n-gram
word can be computed as,

DDCFni ¼ DCFni �
Pm
j¼1

ðDCFðnþ1ÞjÞ W ni � W ðnþ1Þj

DDCFni ¼ DCFnj W ni å W ðnþ1Þj; n ¼ 2; 3; 4; . . . ; k

8<
:

ð2Þ
where DDCFni is the difference of the duplicate combina-
tion frequency between the ith n-gram word with the jth
(n + 1)-gram word, DCFni stands for the duplicate combi-
nation frequency of the ith n-gram word, and m is the num-
ber of the (n + 1)-gram words that contain the ith n-gram
word.

In Eq. (2), if the ith n-gram word does not contain in the
subset of the jth (n + 1)-gram word, then the difference of
the duplicate combination frequency of the ith n-gram
word with the jth (n + 1)-gram word is equal to the original
duplicate combination frequency of the ith n-gram word.
Table 1 gives an example to show how to compute the dif-
ference of the duplicate combination frequency. Suppose
the duplicate combination frequency of the bi-gram word
‘‘ (sung kung)”is equal to 10 in this example. The differ-
ence of the duplicate combination frequency of the bi-gram
word ‘‘ ” with the tri-gram words ‘‘ (gao su gong)”
and ‘‘ (su gong lu)” which simultaneously contains
the bi-gram word ‘‘ ” can be computed as,

DDCF2ð Þ ¼ DCF2ð Þ � ðDCF3ð Þ

þDCF3ð ÞÞ ¼ 10� ð6þ 6Þ ¼ �2 ð3Þ
Step 3. Judging whether the ith n-gram word should be
preserved as a potential new word or filtered out from the
set of all potential new words extracted from news titles
based on a predetermined DDCFni threshold.

In this step, suppose the threshold value of DDCFni is
set to Rn for determining whether the n-gram word should
be preserved as a likely candidate new word or filtered out
from the set of all likely new words. The decision rule can
be described as
Table 1
An example for computing the difference of the duplicate combination
frequency

Wni DCFni DDCFni

(high speed) 15 9
(su gong) 10 -2
(highway) 21 15

(gao su gong) 6 0
(su gong lu) 6 0

(super highway) 6 6



Table 3
The correct and reasonable potential new words determined by Step 3

under M is set to 3

Wni DDCFni Final decision

(high speed) 9 Correct
(highway) 15 Correct

(super highway) 6 Correct
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IF DDCFni P Rn THEN W ni is correct

ELSE W ni is wrong

n ¼ 2; 3; 4; . . . ; k

ð4Þ

Actually, the threshold value of DDCFni plays a key role
and it is difficult to be appropriately determined because
the assigned threshold value will be trade-off between the
amount of likely new words and the quality of new words.
If the Rn value is set to 5 in the given example, then the
likely new words are illustrated as Table 2.

Based on the statistics analysis, this study found that bi-
gram words detected by Step 3 for extracting potential new
words have a very high accuracy rate. This result provides
benefit in terms of eliminating incorrect over bi-gram new
words, and detailed in Step 4. This study also found that
potential over bi-gram new words detected by Step 3 are
frequently incorrect. This is because different word combi-
nations could occur in potential over bi-gram new words,
thus generating ambiguous word segmentation results.
For example, tri-gram words may be combined by a 1-
gram word and a bi-gram word, and quad-gram words
may be combined by two bi-gram words, two 1-gram
words and a bi-gram word or a 1-gram word and a tri-
gram word. To solve this problem, eliminating some possi-
bly unreasonable tri-gram or quad-gram words based on
the correct bi-gram words detected by Step 3 is a practical
method. The next step details the procedure of eliminating
incorrect tri-gram and quad-gram words.

Step 4. Filtering out incorrect tri-gram and quad-gram
words based on the bi-gram words obtained in the Step 3.

This step aims at checking the potential new words
extracted by Step 3 once again in order to filter out some
incorrect tri-gram and quad-gram words based on the cor-
rect bi-gram words. When a bi-gram word is included in a
tri-gram or quad-gram word, the proposed decision rule is
employed to judge whether the tri-gram or quad-gram
word is correct by measuring whether the calculated
DDCF2i is smaller and equal to M � DDCF3i or
M � DDCF4i, where M is a constant. First, the proposed
decision rule for judging the correct tri-gram words can
be described as

IF W ni � W ðnþaÞj and DDCFni 6 M �DDCFðnþaÞj

THEN W ðnþaÞj is correct ELSE W ðnþaÞj is wrong

where n ¼ 2; a ¼ 1; and M is a constant

ð5Þ

Similarly, the likely incorrect quad-gram words can be fil-
tered out by the correct tri-gram words, and so on. The
Table 2
The list of all potential new words under the Rn value is set to 5 for the
given example listed in Table 1

Wni DCFni DDCFni

(high speed) 15 9
(highway) 21 15

(super highway) 6 6
proposed decision rule for judging the correct quad-gram
words can be described as,

IF W ni � W ðnþaÞj and DDCFni 6 M �DDCFðnþaÞj

THEN W ðnþaÞj is correct ELSE W ðnþaÞj is wrong

where n ¼ 3; a ¼ 1; and M is a constant

ð6Þ

Finally, Table 3 summarizes the correct new words deter-
mined by Step 3 under M is set to 3.

Step 5. Merging potential new words into the lexicon by
comparing whether the extracted new words have been
included in the original lexicon.

This step aims at avoiding duplicate words contained in
the lexicon, thus reducing the performance of word identi-
fication. So far, a lexicon with new word extension can be
successfully implemented to enhance word identification
capability of lexicon-based Chinese word segmentation sys-
tem ECScanner mentioned later. Moreover, the excellent
word identification capability of ECScanner has provided
benefits in terms of developing an intelligent news agent
for tracking user-interested news events in our another
study (Chen & Liu, 2006), such that a user can monitor a
specific on-line news event more accurately.

2.3. Chinese word segmentation system with automatic

lexicon extension

At present, most Chinese word segmentation systems,
such as CKIP (CKIP Chinese Parser, 2007) and CScanner
(A Chinese Lexicon Scanner, 2000), were designed to per-
form Chinese word segmentation process for general
domain Chinese texts based on a lexicon manually main-
tained by manpower. In general, it cannot handle the Chi-
nese word segmentation well for specific domains, such as
Chinese financial news. For example, the CKIP performed
Chinese word segmentation process for the financial news
title ‘‘ (The UMC stock price is rising
and price recovery was finished during trading)” as ‘‘
(UMC)/ (Stock Price)/ (Trend)/ (Rising)/
(Trading)/ (Finish)”. The result indicates that the word
‘‘ ” (Price Recovery) is a non-meaningful word after per-
forming Chinese word segmentation process. This is
because the current word lexicon in CKIP has not con-
tained the word ‘‘ ” (Price Recovery) yet. Although man-
ually maintaining new words for enhancing Chinese word
segmentation systems is a major approach, it is a time-con-
suming and inefficient job. In particular, the contents of
Web or news articles are highly variable with time, so that
manually maintaining lexicon becomes very difficult.
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To solve this problem, developing a Chinese word seg-
mentation system with lexicon extension of new words is
urgently needed specially for highly changeable texts.
Therefore, the proposed scheme of new word extraction
was employed to enhance lexicon-based Chinese word seg-
mentation systems herein. Currently, the proposed scheme
of new word extraction has been applied to automatically
expand the lexicon of the Chinese word segmentation sys-
tem CScanner (A Chinese Lexicon Scanner) in order to
speed up the word identification capability. Additionally,
to achieve new word extension automatically, an intelligent
news crawler was also developed to extract Google News
according to the assigned schedule time. The CScanner is
an open source Chinese lexical scanner based on two vari-
ants of the maximum matching heuristic of word identifica-
tion to perform Chinese word segmentation process. In the
study, the Chinese word segmentation system CScanner
with new word extension mechanism is renamed as ECS-
canner (ECScanner (A Chinese Lexicon Scanner with Lex-
icon Extension), 2007). Nowadays, the ECScanner has
been published at the web site http://dlll.nccu.edu.tw/
~rank/ecscanner/ to provide excellent Chinese word seg-
mentation service by SOAP web service mechanism.

Fig. 2 shows the implemented ECScanner with the pro-
posed mechanism of new word discovery, which provides
the Chinese word segmentation service by the SOAP web
service. The experimental results discussed later prove that
the performance of Chinese word segmentation of the pro-
posed ECScanner with the mechanism of new word discov-
ery is superior to CKIP with the new word guessing
mechanism.

Moreover, any new word discovery schemes have diffi-
culty to produce completely correct new words. In other
words, when the lexicon used the Chinese word segmenta-
Fig. 2. The Chinese word segme
tion system ECScanner completely accepts all new words
discovered from the proposed scheme of new word extrac-
tion, the precision rate of the Chinese word segmentation
will be declined. A relatively better strategy is to develop
a new word management system that provides a friendly
interface for linguistic experts to assess whether the discov-
ered new words should be accepted formally as new words
or rejected as un-meaningful words through an administra-
tor interface. Fig. 3 presents the user interface of the imple-
mented new word management system with three
operation modes—accept, reject or recommend—to assist
linguistic experts in determining whether candidate words
discovered by the proposed scheme of new word discovery
should be accepted as new words or rejected as un-mean-
ingful words. After candidate new words are confirmed
as new words by linguistic experts, the Chinese word lexi-
con used in the ECScanner is immediately updated based
on a planning execution time managed by the administra-
tor. To promote the efficiency of maintaining new words,
all rejected new words confirmed by linguistic experts will
not be recommended as likely new words again in the
future. This mechanism will gradually reduce the working
load of linguistic experts with time.
2.4. Inferring life cycles of extracted new words

A lexicon-based Chinese word segmentation system with
new word extension could suffer from too large lexicon
problem so that the performance of word identification is
gradually descended with the growth of lexicon size. To
conquer this problem, this study presents the concept of
inferring life cycle for the extracted new words. The basic
idea is to eliminate some out-of-date words from the
expanded lexicon based on the extracted new words with
ntation system ECScanner.

http://dlll.nccu.edu.tw/~rank/ecscanner/
http://dlll.nccu.edu.tw/~rank/ecscanner/


Fig. 3. The news words management interface for determining whether the candidate words should be accepted as formal new words or rejected as un-
meaningful words by linguistic experts.

Table 4
The linguistic variable for the input variables T1 and T2

Linguistic variable Representation

Short S
Moderate M
Long L

Table 5
The linguistic variable for the output variable ‘‘confidence degree of a new
word”

Linguistic variable Representation

Very lowly confidence degree VLCD
Lowly confidence degree LCD
Moderately confidence degree MCD
Highly confidence degree HCD
Very highly confidence degree VHCD
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the corresponding time stamp of occurrence time. The time
stamp can be easily obtained from Google News site
because a piece of news published on Google News site
always contains the announcing time. Fig. 4 illustrates an
example to display the distribution of the occurrence time
of a new word recorded by the developed lexicon in the
Chinese word segmentation system ECScanner (A Chinese
Lexicon Scanner with Lexicon Extension, 2007). In Fig. 4,
suppose the current time is t, and tj represents the time that
some new word appears in the Google News site in the jth
time. The study presents two definitions related to the
occurrence time of a new word to infer whether a new word
should be eliminated from the lexicon by fuzzy inference
(Lin & George Lee, 1996) based on a pre-designed fuzzy
rule base.

T 1 ¼ t � tj

T 2 ¼
tj � t1

j
ð7Þ

where T1 represents how long a new word has not ap-
peared, T2 stands for the average appearance period of a
new word.

To obtain a simple fuzzy rule base for inferring the con-
fidence degree of a new word, this study sets the numbers
of input and output linguistic variables as three and five,
respectively. The simplified representation notations of
the input and output linguistic variables used for designing
a fuzzy rule base to eliminate out-of-date words from the
original lexicon in a Chinese word segmentation system
4t3t2t1t t5t jt

Fig. 4. The distribution of occurrence time of a new word.
are listed in Tables 4 and 5. Moreover, the triangle mem-
bership functions are applied to describe the linguistic vari-
ables of input and output for the fuzzy inference
mechanism. To construct a reasonable fuzzy rule base,
the membership functions used in both the input and out-
put linguistic variables must be logically determined in
advance. In this work, the K-means clustering algorithm
(Rui & Wunsch, 2005) was applied to automatically deter-
mine the centers of the triangle fuzzy membership functions
of input linguistic variables according to the data distribu-
tion of the linguistic variables T1 and T2 herein. Fig. 5
shows how to determine the fuzzy membership functions
of input linguistic variables T1 and T2 based on three clus-
tering centers determined by the K-means clustering algo-
rithm. Moreover, the determined triangle fuzzy
membership functions for the output linguistic variable
are shown as Fig. 6.



Low Mod High

Min Max

Fig. 5. The fuzzy membership functions automatically determined by the
K-means clustering algorithm for the input linguistic variables T1 and T2.

VLCD LCD MCD HCD VHCD

0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1

Fig. 6. The determined membership functions for the confidence degree of
a new word.
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Moreover, according to analyzing the appearance
behavior of a new word, nine basic fuzzy rules were sum-
marized to infer the confidence degree of a new word for
determining the life cycle of an extracted new word. Table
6 illustrates the designed fuzzy rule base for inferring the
confidence degree of a new word. To infer the confidence
degree of a new word, the reasoning process of Mandani’s
minimum fuzzy implication (Lin & George Lee, 1996) was
employed to integrate the triggered fuzzy rules. Moreover,
the defuzzification method of center of gravity (Lin &
George Lee, 1996) was used to obtain the crisp value of
the confidence degree of a new word in order to serve as
an index for determining whether the word is an out-of-
date word. In this work, the range of inferred confidence
degree for each new word is ranged between 0 and 1.
Hence, a pre-assigned threshold of confidence degree must
Table 6
The designed fuzzy rule base for inferring the confidence degree of a new
word

The confidence degree of a new word How long a new word does not
appear

S M L

The average appearance period of a new word

S VHCD HCD MCD
M HCD MCD LCD
L MCD LCD VLCD
be determined to eliminate the new words that their corre-
sponding confidence degrees are smaller than a pre-
assigned threshold.
3. Experimental results

To show the excellent performance of the proposed
scheme of new word extraction, Section 3.1 first reveals
the performance evaluation results by extracting new
words from Google News articles, and Section 3.2 presents
the performance of the Chinese word segmentation system
ECScanner with the proposed scheme of new word discov-
ery. Finally, Section 3.3 assesses the performance of elimi-
nating out-of-date words by inferring life cycles of
extracted new words.
3.1. Performance evaluation of the proposed scheme of new

word extraction

To demonstrate the performance of the proposed new
word extraction, the proposed method was compared with
Lin and Yu’s method (Lin & Yu, 2001) in terms of the
amount of extracting new words and the accuracy rate
for 10 randomly selected Google News stories/categories
which contain various numbers of news events. In the
experiment, news events classified in the same story/cate-
gory are respectively used to extract new words by the pro-
posed method with Lin and Yu’s method (Lin & Yu, 2001).
Since the news titles always convey the most simplified
information which is helpful to discover meaningful new
words, the study used the news titles to evaluate the perfor-
mance of the proposed scheme of new word extraction. Lin
and Yu’s method (Lin & Yu, 2001) adopted the proposed
net frequency to determine the correct new words and the
decision rule for new word extraction is to judge whether
the net frequency is larger than 1 (i.e. net frequency >1).
To give a fair comparison as possible, the threshold Rn in
the proposed scheme of new word extraction is set to 1
and another parameter M is set to 2. Ten randomly selected
Google News stories/categories which contain various
numbers of news titles were adopted to assess new word
extraction capability for the proposed scheme with Lin
and Yu’s method. Additionally, three Chinese language
experts were invited to evaluate the same news titles used
in this experiment for new word extraction. Table 7 shows
the experimental results of new word extraction for a news
story containing thirty news titles and the notation ‘‘*”

stands for the incorrect new words identified by Chinese
language experts. Moreover, the accuracy rate of new word
extraction is defined and computed as follows:

Accuracy rate

¼ The number of correctly detected new words

The total number of detected new words
� 100%

ð8Þ



Table 7
The experimental results of new word extraction for a news story (Lin & Yu, 2001)
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The experimental results listed in Table 7 indicate that
the proposed method surpasses the Lin and Yu’s method
in terms of the number of new word extraction and accu-
racy rate for a randomly selected news story. In addition,
Table 8 summarizes the comparison results of the pro-
posed method with Lin and Yu’s method for 10 randomly
selected Google News stories/categories which contain
various numbers of news titles. The experimental results
also confirm that the proposed method is superior to the
Lin and Yu’s method for almost all testing news stories.
The average accuracy rates of the Lin and Yu’s method
Table 8
The comparison results of the proposed method with Lin and Yu’s method

Extracted Google
News

The number
of news titles

Lin and Yu’s method
(net frequency >1) (Lin & Y

The number of
extracted new words

News story (1) 30 21
News story (2) 28 9
News story (3) 33 16
News story (4) 44 15
News story (5) 18 5
News story (6) 4 1
News story (7) 40 13
News story (8) 18 4
News story (9) 5 3
News story (10) 14 5

Average
performance

23.4 9.2
and the proposed method for 10 randomly selected Goo-
gle News stories/categories are 45.39% and 78.397%,
respectively. To analyze the major reasons of performance
promotion of the proposed method, this study summa-
rized that the proposed duplicate combination frequency
and the strategy of filtering out incorrect tri-gram and
quad-gram words based on the correct bi-gram words
mainly contribute the accuracy promotion of new word
extraction.

Furthermore, to avoid affecting the accuracy rate of the
proposed scheme of new word extraction, only a piece of
u, 2001)
The proposed method (Rn = 1, m = 2)

Accuracy rate
(%)

The number of
extracted new words

Accuracy rate
(%)

66.67 24 79.17
77.78 13 100
56.25 25 84
53.33 17 94.12
60 5 100
0 2 100
61.54 17 76.47
25 11 45.45
33.33 6 33.33
20 7 71.43

45.39 12.7 78.397
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news title is preserved and the others must be filtered out if
news articles appear the completed same news title in a
news story. Moreover, the experimental results also indi-
cated that the news stories containing few pieces of news
titles are not appropriately selected as corpora for new
word extraction. This is logical because more news articles
contained in a news story will increase the confidence of the
used words.
3.2. Evaluating performance for the Chinese word

segmentation system ECScanner with the lexicon extension

In this section, the precision rates of Chinese word seg-
mentation schemes, which include identifying Chinese
news events as several distinct words by linguistic experts,
CKIP with unknown term guessing scheme and the ECS-
canner with the proposed scheme of new word discovery,
are compared, respectively. Table 9 displays a randomly
selected Chinese news event for identifying entire sentence
into several distinct words by the linguistic expert, CKIP
with unknown term guessing scheme and ECscanner with
the proposed discovery scheme of new words. In this
results, the notation ‘‘**” stands for the new words that
have been identified by Chinese language experts, but
Table 9
A randomly selected news title for identifying entire sentence into several separa
and the ECscanner with the proposed scheme of new word discovery

Table 10
The statistic results of Chinese word segmentation by CKIP with unknown ter
word discovery for the news event listed in Table 9

Compared scheme Th
co

The Chinese word segmentation results by CKIP with unknown term
guessing scheme

6

The Chinese word segmentation results by ECScanner with the proposed
scheme of new word discovery

7

the CKIP with unknown term guessing scheme cannot
identify them well. The notation ‘‘*” stands for the incor-
rect new words identified by both the CKIP with
unknown term guessing scheme and ECscanner with the
proposed scheme of new word discovery. Moreover, Table
10 illustrates the statistic results of Chinese word segmen-
tation by CKIP with unknown term guessing scheme and
the ECScanner with the proposed discovery scheme of
new words for the news event listed in Table 9. The results
show that the ECscanner with the proposed scheme of
new word discovery is superior to the CKIP with
unknown words guessing scheme in terms of the number
of identifying correct words and the number of unknown
words. Furthermore, one hundred news events are ran-
domly sampled from the Google News site for evaluating
the performances of various Chinese word segmentation
systems. Table 11 illustrates the comparison results for
various Chinese word segmentation systems. The experi-
mental results demonstrate that the proposed Chinese
word segmentation system ECScanner with new word
extension mechanism is indeed helpful to promote the
accuracy and recall rates of Chinese word segmentation
as well as reduce the unknown rate of Chinese word
segmentation.
ted words by linguistic experts, CKIP with unknown term guessing scheme

m guessing scheme and the ECScanner with the proposed scheme of new

e number of
rrect words

The number of
incorrect words

The number of
unknown words

1 1

1 0



Table 11
The performance comparison of Chinese word segmentation for CKIP with unknown term guessing scheme and ECScanner with the proposed scheme of
new word discovery for one hundred news events randomly selected from the Google News site

Compared scheme Recall rate (%) Precision rate
(%)

Unknown rate (%)

The Chinese word segmentation results by CKIP with unknown word guessing scheme 88.96 95.39 6.75
The Chinese word segmentation results by ECscanner with the proposed scheme of new

word discovery
93.35 96.86 3.62

Table 12
The summarization information of the gathered Google news stories

Item Description

The dates of collection news From 2004-11-9 to 2006-6-16; about 584 days
The number of news stories 1,191,065 stories
The number of news categories 60,269 categories
The average number of news stories per day 2039.49 stories/day
The average number of news stories per category 19.76 stories/category
The news category with maximum number of news stories 3007 stories
The news category with minimum number of news stories 2 stories

Table 13
Some likely out-of-date words with low confidence degree detected by the proposed scheme of eliminating out-of-date words

Likely out-of-date words Property of out-of-date word Likely out-of-date words Property of out-of-date word

(Clinton) Out-of-date people name (Chao Jin) Error word in the lexicon
(Cut off throat) Infrequent word (Yuan Dui) Error word in the lexicon
(Che Bing) Error word in the lexicon (Lin Ming Cheng) Out-of-date people name

(The third in the word) Infrequent word (West area gas transports to east area) Infrequent word
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3.3. Eliminating out-of-date words by inferring confidence
degree of new word

In this experiment, a large number of news events col-
lected from Google News site was used to evaluate out-
of-date words by the proposed fuzzy inference scheme of
life cycles of new words. Table 12 illustrates the summari-
zation information of the gathered Google news. The num-
ber of news stories per category is from 2 to 20 in most
parts of news categories. The period of collecting news is
totally 584 days. Table 13 lists some likely out-of-date
words with low confidence degree detected by the proposed
scheme of eliminating out-of-date words. First of all, the
results show that people names, such as (Clinton),
and (Lin Ming Cheng), are easily viewed as out-of-
date words by the proposed scheme. This is because the
name of Clinton president has infrequently appeared in
Taiwan daily news since he has left from his president posi-
tion for a long time. Moreover, infrequent words, such as

(Cut off throat), (The third in the word), and
(West area gas transports to east area), are also easily

viewed as out-of-date words because news media rarely
report daily news using these words. Finally, this study also
found that some error words contained in the lexicon, such
as (Chao Jin), and (Yuan Dui), are easily detected as
out-of-date words. This result is very helpful to promote
the quality of lexicon. To analyze the main reason, the
most of error words result from unintentionally incorrect
decisions while linguistic experts confirmed new words by
the new words management interface.

4. Discussion

This paper has proposed an excellent scheme of new
word extraction for supporting lexicon-based Chinese
word segmentation systems. However, two critical issues
need to be further investigated.

4.1. How to appropriately determine the used parameters for

the proposed scheme of new word extraction

First, the parameters Rn and M used in the proposed
scheme of new word extraction will affect the amount of
extracted new words and the accuracy rate of new words.
If we set large values for parameters Rn and M, then the
accuracy rate will be obviously promoted, but the amount
of new words will be reduced. Conversely, if we set small
values for parameters Rn and M, then the accuracy rate will
be descended, but the amount of new words will be
increased. Namely, how to determine parameters Rn and
M is a trade-off issue between the amount of new words
and accuracy rate of new words. It is very encouraging that
the proposed scheme of new word extraction obtains a high
accuracy rate even though the parameter Rn is set as the
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lowest threshold, i.e. 1, in our experiment. Actually, the
parameters Rn and M should be adaptively tuned accord-
ing to the number of new titles. This problem has been con-
sidered as a research issue in our future study.

4.2. How to design reasonable fuzzy rule knowledge base for
eliminating out-of-date words from the original lexicon

Although this study proposes a fuzzy rule base to infer
the confidences of new words for eliminating likely out-
of-date words from the original lexicon based on the time
stamp of occurrence time of each word, the critical problem
is how to design a reasonable fuzzy rule base according to
appearance behavior of new words. To solve this problem,
a practical method is to design an intelligent agent which
can automatically monitor and collect the appearance
behavior of new words during a long time.
5. Conclusion

In this paper, a novel statistics-based scheme for extract-
ing new words based on the categorized corpora of Google
News titles automatically retrieved from the Google News
site is presented to promote the word identification capabil-
ity for the lexicon-based Chinese word segmentation sys-
tem ECScanner. In addition, to avoid reduce the
performance of word identification due to over large lexi-
con derived from new word extension, this study also pro-
poses a fuzzy rule knowledge base to eliminate out-of-date
new words based on the inferred confidence degrees of new
words. The proposed scheme of new word extraction was
compared with Lin and Yu’s method in terms of the
amount of extracted new words and accuracy rate of new
words based on the same texts of Google new titles. The
experimental results show the proposed scheme of new
word extraction is obviously superior to Lin and Yu’s
method as well as is helpful to promote the word identifica-
tion capability of lexicon-based Chinese word segmenta-
tion system ECScanner. Currently, the developed
ECScanner with automatic lexicon extension supported
by the proposed scheme of new word extension has been
successfully implemented and published on the Web to pro-
vide excellent Chinese word segmentation service by SOAP
web service mechanism.
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